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17 Kitchens
to Love

A COOK'S DREAM
KITCHEN AT HOME

After a water leak wreaked havoc upon her
client's Cherry Hills Village home, interior designer
Jonna Mulqueen decided to turn the disaster
into an opportunity to reimagine the kitchen. The
room’s coffered ceiling and its double island,
along with its large beams that connected the
island to the ceiling, were removed. “That island
was an obstacle and an eyesore,” Mulqueen
says. “I wanted to create a bright, airy space that
screamed, ‘Come cook in me!’ ”
Mulqueen teamed with kitchen designer
Marcus Otten to create a space that was also
easy on the eyes. With cooking in mind, the pair
chose Sub-Zero and Wolf appliances.
“My client initially wanted a white kitchen,”
Mulqueen says. “While I do love this look, I felt
it was too sterile for her.” Instead of color, she
explains, “texture was the driving force.” The
designing pair chose a custom two-toned,
textured, studio-finish paint on maple for the
perimeter cabinetry. The new island, replete
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with storage space and seating, is walnut—
finished in custom portobello-glaze stain—and
topped with antiqued pewter. Cabinetry
surrounding the refrigerator is a midnightstained mahogany; Mulqueen selected
a honed Calacatta Oro marble slab from
Decorative Materials “that would be the entire
focal point of the room—on the back wall and
the perimeter countertops.” The François &
Co. hood is a mixture of stone and antiqued
pewter—which, Otten says, “complements the
island’s countertop perfectly.”
“I like to build a room around the senses,”
Mulqueen says, “and this kitchen is so textural it
is bananas.”
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DESIGNERS’ PLAYBOOK
Marcus’ Designer Tip:
A specific kitchen item
no one should live without:
a push (with your knee)-toopen double wastebasket
compartment below
the sink.
Jonna’s Designer Tip:
Select only accessories
and décor items that
you love. What you
choose should speak to
you instantly and should
represent the way you live,
not the way your neighbor
down the street lives.
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